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Instructor Information 

Instructor:     Matt Cardin 

E-mail:     mcardin@rangercollege.edu 

Office Phone:    254-965-8875 

Office Location:  Business Office, Ranger College – Erath County 

Office Hours:    Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. and by appointment 

 

Course Description 
This is a course in essay composition. A knowledge of spelling, sentence structure, punctuation, 

and paragraph generation is needed for entrance into this course. The study focuses on various 

patterns of exposition and includes instruction and practice in writing brief, semi-formal research 

papers, preceded by an overview of grammar basics. 

 

Texas Core Curriculum Statement of Purpose 

Students will gain a foundation of knowledge of human cultures and the physical and natural 

world, develop principles of personal and social responsibility for living in a diverse world, and 

advance intellectual and practical skills that are essential for all learning. 

 

Required Background or Prerequisites 
Students in English 1301 must have passed the writing section of the THEA or its equivalent. 

 

Required Text & Materials 

Title: Prentice Hall Reader    Title: The DK Handbook 

Editor: George Miller       Authors: Anne Frances Wysocki and Dennis A. Lynch 

Edition: Eleventh       Edition: Third 

Publisher: Longman      Publisher: Longman 

ISBN: 978-0-321-89971-2    ISBN: 978-0-205-86379-2 

 

Core Objectives 

This course directly meets the following of the six Core Objectives: 

☒ Critical Thinking Skills: To include creative thinking, innovation, inquiry, and analysis, 

evaluation, and synthesis of information 

☒ Communication Skills: To include effective development, interpretation, and expression 

of ideas through written, oral, and visual communication 

☐ Empirical and Quantitative Skills: To include the manipulation and analysis of 

numerical data or observable facts resulting in informed conclusions 

☒ Teamwork: To include the ability to consider different points of view and to work 

effectively with others to support a shared purpose or goal 

☒ Personal Responsibility: To include the ability to connect choices, actions, and 

consequences to ethical decision-making 

☐ Social Responsibility: To include intercultural competence, knowledge of civic 

responsibility, and the ability to engage effectively in regional, national, and global 

communities 

Methods of Instruction 
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This is a multimedia class, and as such may include lectures, assigned readings, discussions, 

group projects, videos, electronic documents, PowerPoints, and more. 

 

Methods of Assessment 

Each of these assessments addresses one or more of the Core Objectives: Critical Thinking Skills 

(CT), Communication Skills (COM), Empirical and Quantitative Skills (EQS), Teamwork 

(TW), Personal Responsibility (PR), Social Responsibility (SR). 

 Essays (CT, COM): Students will write two essays and one research paper, and will 

participate in writing-related activities throughout the semester as prescribed by the 

instructor. These writings are evaluated by the ability to develop a thesis statement in the 

introduction, support the thesis statement in the body, and demonstrate unity and focus. 

They will demonstrate students' proper use of grammar, punctuation, sentence structure, 

and spelling. The research paper will require proper documentation of sources using 

MLA format. The assignments will be composed during allocated time periods and will 

be graded according to clearly specified criteria (see "Essay Grading Criteria" on page 4). 

 Quizzes (CT): Quizzes will assess the adequate completion of assigned readings. 

 Reading and homework (PR): Students are expected to complete all assigned reading. 

These readings may come from the official course textbooks or from other sources 

chosen by the instructor. 

 Final Exam (CT, COM): Students must pass the final exam in order to pass the course. 

 

Grading 

To pass the class, students must achieve at least a 60% overall grade and pass the final exam.  

A 90-100% 

B 80-89% 

C 70-79% 

D 60-70% 

F Below 60% 

Student grades will be made up of the following components: 

 2 essays 100 

 1 critical analysis 50 

 1 research paper 100  

 Essay-related writings (outlines, drafts, etc.) 170 

 6 Discussion Board posts 120 

 5 quizzes over assigned readings 70  

 2 sets of reading notes and summaries 60  

 Grammar exercises 210 

 Final exam 150  

TOTAL 1030  

ESSAY GRADING CRITERIA 
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These criteria are spelled out in much greater detail on the formal essay grading rubric that will 

be presented to students on the first day of class. 

 

 An A paper (90-100%) is excellent in nearly all respects. It shows originality of thought 

that goes well beyond material presented in class. It is well argued and well organized 

with a clear, specific, and ambitious thesis. It is well developed with content that is 

specific, interesting, appropriate, and convincing. It has logical and artful transitions and 

is marked by stylistic finesse and varied sentence structures. It demonstrates command of 

mature diction and has few, if any, mechanical, grammatical, spelling, or diction errors. 

 A B paper (80-89%) is excellent in several respects but may have a less sophisticated 

thesis, a less distinguished style, some minor lapses in organization and development, 

some ineffective sentence structures, and some minor mechanical, grammatical, spelling, 

or diction problems. 

 A C paper (70-79%) is generally competent, but compared to a B paper, it may have a 

weaker thesis and less effective style and development. It may contain some lapses in 

organization, poor or awkward transitions, less varied sentence structures that tend 

toward choppiness or monotony, and significant problems with mechanics, grammar, 

spelling, and diction. 

 A D paper (60-69%) is below average and may present a thesis that is too vague or too 

obvious to be developed effectively. It generally exhibits problems with organization, 

support, transitions, sentence structures, mechanics, grammar, spelling, and diction that 

impede understanding. 

 An F paper (59% and below) is far below average and may have no clear thesis or 

central topic. It may display a lack of organization, support, and development. It may 

contain major and repeated problems with mechanics, grammar, spelling, and diction and 

may fail to fulfill the assignment or may be unacceptably brief.  

 

Blackboard: Please familiarize yourself with the Blackboard online course management system 

(available through Ranger College's Website), since this class will be delivered entirely in 

electronic form with Blackboard as the course management system. 

Email: At the first class meeting, students will be asked to provide a working email address that 

I can use for contacting them. Students are responsible for 1) regularly checking their messages 

at the address they have provided, 2) ensuring that their inbox is not full so that they can receive 

messages, and 3) ensuring that any spam filters associated with their email service providers are 

not catching the messages sent from my address (mcardin@rangercollege.edu). 
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COURSE OUTLINE AND SCHEDULE 

Each class moves at its own pace, so the outline below is not a list of dates but a list of units that 

we will move through. Full details on all reading assignments, writing assignments, exercises, 

quizzes, etc., that will make up the content of these units will be given as the semester 

progresses. 

WEEK 1 

Week 1 – Day 1 

Objectives 

 Understand the class, how it will work, and what you will be doing. 

 Get introduced to the topic that we will pursue in our reading and writing this semester: the 

question of whether everybody should pursue a college degree. (This is a major national 

conversation in America right now.) 

 “Warm up” to start thinking about grammar and writing skills. 

Activities and Assignments: 

 ORIENTATION AND INTRODUCTION 

o The goal of this course 

o The syllabus 

o The essay grading rubric 

o About your instructor 

o About your textbooks, including getting to know the authors. 

 URGENT: If you haven’t already gotten copies of both textbooks, DO IT 

TODAY!!! You will FAIL this course if you don’t have both books right now. 

o How this course will work, including how you will use Blackboard and other resources to 

do all of your work and achieve a successful outcome. 

 READING: Read “First-Day Lecture” by Morris Berman and “What Do You Want To Do with 

Your Lives?” By Diane Dreher. 

 WRITING: 

o Discussion Board post #1: Introduce yourself. (20 points) 

o Official statement that you have read the syllabus, sent through Blackboard (1 point) 

o Begin planning Essay #1: a 1-2 page paper about how and why you ended up coming to 

college. 

 GRAMMAR: 

o Read The DK Handbook 488-91 on grammar and parts of speech. 

o Do a practice exercise about parts of speech. (20 points) 

 

Week 1 – Day 2 

Objectives: 

 Learn how to read and analyze an essay. 

 Learn what MLA format is and how it will shape the papers you will write in this course. 
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 Learn the five-paragraph essay structure. 

 Get introduced to your first paper assignment: a first-person account of why you’re here. 

 Learn and practice rules for correct use of verbs. 

Activities and Assignments: 

 READING: 

o Read “How to Read and Then Analyze an Essay” in The Prentice Hall Reader 1-11, 14. 

o Read/review MLA format in The DK Handbook 333 and The Prentice Hall Reader 531. 

 QUIZ: Take a quiz over the Prentice reading above. (10 points) 

 VIEWING: Watch video on structuring an essay using the five-paragraph essay format. 

o For excellent examples of five-paragraph essays, complete with explanatory notes about 

how they fulfill the five-paragraph structure, see the following: 

 Sample essay 1 about Edgar Allan Poe’s manipulation of the reader’s senses in 

The Tell-Tale Heart 

 Sample essay 2 about the hazards of moviegoing 

 Sample essay 3 about why cats, not dogs, are man’s best friend 

 WRITING: Submit Essay #1, correctly formatted for MLA, about how you came to college and 

why you’re here. Try to use the five-paragraph structure, to the best of your ability. (50 points) 

 GRAMMAR: 

o Read The DK Handbook 458-65 on subject-verb agreement, academic verb tenses, and 

shifts in verb tenses. 

o Do an online practice exercise on subject-verb agreement. (10 points)  

o Do exercise 9.1: Creating Subject-Verb Agreement on 625. (10 points) 

 

Week 1 – Day 3 

Objectives: 

 Apply the active reading process described by Miller in The Prentice Hall Reader to a newly 

assigned reading. 

 Learn to write a summary. 

 Learn to recognize, avoid, and correct shifts in grammatical form. 

Activities and Assignments: 

 READING: 

o Read J. Peder Zane, “Lack of Curiosity Is Curious.” 

 QUIZ: Take a quiz over the Zane reading. (10 points) 

 WRITING: 

o Submit prereading, reading, and rereading notes over Zane, plus a summary of his piece 

(see Prentice 4-10). (20 points) 

o Discussion Board post #2: Respond to Berman, Dreher, and Zane. (20 points) 

 GRAMMAR: 

o Read DK 466-7 on shifts in grammatical form. 

o Do online practice exercise. (10 points) 

o Do exercise 9.2: Avoiding Shifts in Grammatical Form and exercise 9.3: Avoiding Shifts 

in Voice on 625-6. (10 points) 

 

http://grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/grammar/five_par.htm
http://www.gallaudet.edu/tip/english_center/writing/essays/5-paragraph_essay_and_outline_the_hazards_of_moviegoing.html
http://lklivingston.tripod.com/essay/sample.html
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Week 1 – Day 4 

Objectives: 

 Learn to write a critical analysis of a text. 

 Learn to write a thesis statement. 

 Learn to create MLA in-text citations and a Works Cited page. 

 Use the five-paragraph essay structure to produce a paper. 

 Learn to recognize and correct sentence fragments and run-on sentences. 

Activities and Assignments: 

 READING: 

o Reread Prentice 10-11 on “How Do You Write a Critical Analysis of an Essay?” 

o Read “How Do you Write a Thesis Statement?” in Prentice 23-5. 

o Read/scan the sample MLA papers in The DK Handbook 332-43 and The Prentice Hall 

Reader 531-42 and pay attention to the in-text citations and how they are used and 

formatted. Also pay special attention to the way the Works Cited pages look (DK 343 and 

Prentice 541-2). 

 VIEWING: Watch the video “How to Write a Killer Thesis Statement” 

 WRITING: Begin writing a critical analysis of and response to Dreher, Berman, and Zane using 

the five-paragraph essay structure. Present the paper in perfect MLA format. 

o Submit your outline for the critical analysis today. It must use five-paragraph structure 

and contain your thesis statement, major points/major details, and description of minor 

details. (20 points) 

o Final paper (due by end of Day 5) must include a clearly stated thesis, follow five-

paragraph format, and include at least one direct quotation from each writer. 

o You must also include a Works Cited page and correct in-text citations. The exact 

information that you should put on this page will be provided to you. Your job will be to 

include this information on a page that you have formatted correctly according to MLA 

rules for a Works Cited page. 

 GRAMMAR: 

o Read DK 468-73 on sentence fragments and run-on sentences. 

o Do an online exercise about spotting and fixing fragments and run-ons sentences. (10 

points) 

o Do exercise 9.4: Avoiding Fragments and Run-on Sentences on 626-7. (10 points) 

 

Week 1 – Day 5 

Objectives: 

 Learn to write a critical analysis of a text. 

 Learn to read and respond to conflicting arguments about a topic. 

Activities and Assignments: 

 READING: 

o Read introduction to “Debate Casebook: Is College for Everyone and Just How Valuable 

Is a College Education?” in Prentice 462-3. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8wxE8R_x5I0
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o Read “The Value of a College Degree” by Katherine Porter in Prentice 463-6. 

o Read “The Case Against College” by Linda Lee in Prentice 468-9. 

 QUIZ: Take a quiz over the Porter and Lee readings. (20 points) 

 WRITING: 

o Submit critical analysis of Berman, Dreher, and Zane. (50 points) 

o Discussion Board post #3: Answer “Connecting” and “Anticipating” questions in 

Prentice 463, plus explain whether and why you are or are not persuaded by both Porter’s 

and Lee’s arguments. In other words, who do you agree with more, and why? (20 points) 

 GRAMMAR: Do an online run-on exercise and a fragment exercise in Blackboard. (20 points) 

 

Week 1 – Day 6 

Objectives: 

 Learn the reasons for documenting sources and the definition, manifestations, and dangers of 

plagiarism. 

 Reinforce knowledge and understanding of MLA rules for in-text citations and Works Cited 

pages. 

 Learn to write a personal essay. 

Activities and Assignments: 

 READING: 

o Read “Why Do You Need to Acknowledge and Document Your Sources?” in Miller 517 

and “Why Cite and Document Sources?” in DK 104-6. Also read Miller’s warning about 

plagiarism on 522. 

o Read “MLA Documentation for In-text Citations” in DK 344-7. Also read “A Works 

Cited Page in MLA Format” in DK 356-7. 

 VIEWING: Watch the video “How to Write an Argumentative Essay” 

 WRITING: 

o Do MLA in-text citation exercise. (30 points) 

o Write Essay #2: a personal essay for an audience of both prospective college students and 

their parents in which you argue either for going to college or against going to college. 

Reference both Porter’s and Lee’s articles, making sure to 1) summarize the basic 

argument of each and 2) explain exactly why you think one of them is right and the other 

is wrong. Due by midnight on Day 7. 

 

Week 1 – Day 7 

Objectives: 

 Submit your personal essay by 11:59 p.m. (100 points) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-lzGy5gizKg


WEEK 2 
  

Week 2 – Day 1 

Objectives: 

 Learn to write a research paper. 

 Learn to find and evaluate online sources. 

 Learn to distinguish sentence subjects from sentence predicates. 

Activities and Assignments: 

 READING:  

o Read Prentice Chapter 10: The Research Paper, 507-15 

 Focus especially on “How Do You Locate Online Sources for Your Paper?” 

(513) and “How Do You Evaluate Your Sources?” (513-14). 

o Read “Searching Online” in DK 58-9. 

 QUIZ: Take a quiz over the Prentice and DK readings. (10 points) 

 RESEARCHING: Locate two online sources for your research paper. Use the search advice from 

DK and Prentice to help you find good material. Use the evaluation criteria in Prentice to 

evaluate your findings and settle on two usable sources. (No Wikipedia.) 

o Optional: For additional help in evaluating your sources, see the useful resource “How 

Do I Evaluate a Website?” from Onondaga Community College in Syracuse, New York. 

 WRITING:  

o Discussion Board post #4: What are your fears/anxieties about writing a research paper? 

(20 points) 

o Submit the URLs (web addresses) of the two sources you end up deciding to use. (20 

points) 

 GRAMMAR: 

o Read The DK Handbook 520-7 on the four sentence patterns, simple sentences, and 

subjects and predicates. 

o Do an online exercise about identifying the subject and predicate clauses of sentences. 

(10 points) 

o Do exercise 10.11: Simple Sentences: Subjects and Predicate Clauses on DK 633. (10 

points) 

 

Week 2 – Day 2 

Objectives: 

 Practice prereading, reading, rereading, and summarizing. 

 Learn about the four main uses of commas and practice the first one: using commas to make 

numbers, place-names, and dates clear. 

Activities and Assignments: 

 READING: Read the two online sources you located on Day 1 of this week. Be sure to print them 

and mark them with highlighting, underlining, notes, annotations—whatever will help you to 

know their content thoroughly and come to digest their content. 

http://library.sunyocc.edu/help/howdoi/evaluate.php
http://library.sunyocc.edu/help/howdoi/evaluate.php
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 WRITING: 

o Submit prereading, reading, and rereading notes for both sources, along with summaries 

of both. (Reminder: Be sure to present this document in fully correct MLA format!) (40 

points) 

 GRAMMAR: 

o Read DK 540-1 about the four main uses of commas 

o Read DK 542-3 about using commas to make numbers, place-names, and dates clear. 

o Do an online practice exercise about using commas for numbers, place-names, and dates. 

(10 points) 

o Do exercise 10.19: Comma Use 1 on DK 636. (10 points) 

 

Week 2 – Day 3 

Objectives: 

 Practice creating a thesis statement and making an essay outline. 

 Practice using commas correctly with quoted words. 

Activities and Assignments: 

 READING: There is no reading assignment today. 

 WRITING: 

o Submit the thesis statement and outline for your research paper. Use the online thesis 

generator tool from San Diego’s Ashford University at https://awc.ashford.edu/writing-

tools-thesis-generator.html to get you started. This tool generates both a sample thesis 

and a rudimentary outline for your paper. It is an invaluable resource that can help you 

move in the right direction. (30 points) 

o Discussion Board post #5: Share your thesis and describe the two sources you located. 

Discuss with your fellow students. Talk about what you have learned from your two new 

sources. (20 points) 

 GRAMMAR: 

o Read DK 544-5 on using commas to help indicate when you are quoting the exact words 

of someone else. 

o Do an online exercise to practice this skill. (10 points) 

o Do exercise 10.20: Comma Use 2 on DK 637. (10 points) 

 

Week 2 – Day 4 

Objectives: 

 Learn to write effective introductions and conclusions for essays and papers. 

 Learn to use commas correctly to separate words that are parts of lists in sentences. 

Activities and Assignments: 

 READING: Read “How to Write an Introduction” and “How to Write a Conclusion” in Prentice 

26-9. 

https://awc.ashford.edu/writing-tools-thesis-generator.html
https://awc.ashford.edu/writing-tools-thesis-generator.html
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o Optional reinforcement: Read “Concluding Paragraphs” and “Introductory Paragraphs” in 

DK 284-7. 

 VIEWING: 

o Watch a video on how to write a good introduction by writing a good hook 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rnq17dyxyu4  

o Watch a video on how to write a good conclusion: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2L7aeO9fBzE  

 QUIZ: Take a quiz over the readings and viewings above. (20 points) 

 WRITING: 

o Submit your research paper’s introduction and conclusion. Be sure to choose specific 

strategies for each, based on the advice and instruction from Miller in The Prentice Hall 

Reader and the two assigned videos. (20 points) 

o Submit your complete Works Cited page with all items correctly formatted. 

REMEMBER, even though you are submitting it now, the Works Cited page still needs 

to appear as the last page in your research paper when you submit both the first and final 

drafts. (20 points) 

 GRAMMAR:  

o Read DK 546-9 on using commas to separate words that are parts of lists in sentences. 

o Do an online exercise to practice this skill. (10 points) 

o Do exercise 10.21: Comma Use 3 on DK 637. (10 points) 

 

Week 2 – Day 5 

Objectives: 

 Learn effective ways of paraphrasing, summarizing, and quoting the words of others. 

 Begin writing a research paper draft. 

 Learn to use commas to build sentences that contain multiple parts. Also learn when not to use 

commas. 

Activities and Assignments: 

 READING: 

o Read “How Do You Work Quotations into Your Text?” and “What If Quotations Are 

Too Long to Work into a Sentence?” on Prentice 519-23. 

o Read DK 174-9 for excellent information and advice about summarizing, quoting, and 

paraphrasing the words of others (which is something you’ll have to do a lot of in your 

research paper). 

 For additional support and reinforcement, see the excellent resource “Quoting, 

Paraphrasing, and Summarizing” at the Purdue OWL. 

 VIEWING: Watch this video on writing the first draft of an essay or paper. It is filled with useful 

tips and advice on how to take your outline, notes, etc., and turn them into a complete draft. 

 WRITING: 

o Begin writing the first draft of your research paper. This will be due by 11:59 p.m. on 

Day 6. 

o Discussion Board post #6 (the last one!): Explain and discuss any problems you are 

encountering or that you expect to encounter as you write your first draft. Also talk about 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rnq17dyxyu4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2L7aeO9fBzE
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/563/01/
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/563/01/
https://learnzillion.com/lessons/1461-write-a-first-draft-of-an-informational-text
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whether and how your views on college have changed, if at all, as you have done the 

reading and writing for this class. (20 points) 

 GRAMMAR: 

o Read DK 550-60 on using commas to build sentences that contain multiple parts, and also 

on when not to use commas. 

o Do an online practice exercise about this skill. (10 points) 

o Do exercise 10.22: Comma Use 4 on DK 638. (10 points) 

 

Week 2 – Day 6 

Objectives: Finish a complete first draft of a research paper. 

Activities and Assignments: 

 READING: There is no reading assignment today. 

 WRITING: Submit the completed first draft of your research paper. (30 points) 

 

Week 2 – Day 7 

Objectives:  

 Learn to revise, edit, and proofread. 

 Learn about the six main uses of quotation marks. 

Activities and Assignments: (This is a light day’s worth of work. Rest up and enjoy taking a breath 

while I read the first draft of everybody’s papers.) 

 READING: Read “How To Revise an Essay” in Prentice 31-43. Pay attention especially to 

“Understanding What Revision Is” on 32-6 and “Making Sure to Proofread,” “Checklist of What 

to Look for When Proofreading,” and “Checklist: Some Things To Remember about Revising” 

on 40-3. 

o Also see DK 452-7 on editing and proofreading. (Great advice there!) 

 GRAMMAR: 

o Read DK 578-83 on the six main uses of quotation marks. 

o Do an online practice exercise about quotation marks. (10 points) 

o Do exercise 10.32: Quotation Marks on DK 642. (10 points) 
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WEEK 3 
  

Week 3 – Day 1 

Objectives: This is the Memorial Day holiday. I will return your first drafts with comments, advice, and 

other feedback before the day is over. Thus: 

Activities and Assignments: 

 WRITING: Upon receiving my comments and feedback on your first draft, immediately begin the 

work of revising and polishing your first draft to turn it into a final draft. This will be due at 11:59 

p.m. on Day 2. 

 

Week 3 – Day 2 

Activities and Assignments 

 WRITING: Submit your final draft. (100 points) 

 FINAL EXAM: Take the final exam today or on Day 3.  
 

Day 3 

 

Take the Final Exam (or do it on Day 2). You will take this exam in one of three possible 

locations: 

  

1. at a Ranger College campus 

2. at an approved off-site location (if you live too far away to visit a Ranger campus) 

3. with Proctor U, an online proctoring service 

 

You will receive information ahead of time about how to register for your final exam at one of 

these locations. 

 

The exam itself will consist of two main parts: 

 

 Grammar: You will be tested on your mastery of the grammatical knowledge and skills 

that you have learned and practiced in this course. (50 points) 

 Writing: You will be required to write a five-paragraph persuasive essay on a topic that 

will be announced on the exam. (100 points) 

 

The final exam is worth 150 points total. 
. 
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CLASSROOM POLICIES 

1. Attendance: Attendance will be checked in this class by noting the frequency of student 

logins on the Blackboard course site. Lack of attendance will  

2. Late work: Any late work, including daily work and papers, will receive a grade of zero. 

3. Class preparation and participation: Students are expected to participate in online class 

discussions and completed the assigned readings and written work in a timely fashion. 

4. Cheating and academic dishonesty: Any assignment reflecting cheating, plagiarism, or any 

other form of academic dishonesty will automatically receive a grade of zero. A second 

instance of plagiarism will result in automatic failure of the class. 

5. Personal conduct: Adult behavior is expected of all students at all times. Misconduct will be 

punishable by immediate dismissal from class. Students are expected to maintain appropriate 

decorum that includes respect for other students and the instructor, as well as an attitude that 

seeks to take full advantage of the educational opportunity represented by enrollment in this 

class and Ranger College. 

6. ADA Statement: Ranger College provides a variety of services for students with learning 

and/or physical disabilities. Students are responsible for making the initial contact with the 

Ranger College Counselor. It is advisable to make this contact before or immediately after 

the semester begins. 

7. Phones and electronic devices: While class is in session, students should not text, use 

phones, access social media, or browse the Internet for non-class reasons. 

 

 

ADMISSIONS, EMPLOYMENT, AND PROGRAM POLICIES OF RANGER COLLEGE 

ARE NONDISCRIMINATORY IN REGARD TO RACE, CREED, COLOR, SEX, AGE, 

DISABILITY, AND NATIONAL ORIGIN. 
 


